
Location objection? Details Officer comment Officer recommendation

Aglionby OBJECT
Doesn’t understand why money is being wasted providing yellow lines and policing
them. They have never seen an obstructions in this area. Comments noted

Aglionby OBJECT
Cars parked in this area do not cause a significant visability problem. Cars have always
parked here and have not caused a problem. Comments noted

Aglionby Support

Vehicles parking in this location make it difficult for drivers exiting Rosegate to see. The
parking can also block access to the pavement causing problems for elderly residents
and those with prams. Vehicles use this area as a passing place as the road narrows
afterwards, this isnt possible if cars are parked init. Vehicles parking also make it
narrow for large vehicles, who may have to drive on the verges. Comments noted

Aglionby Support

Proposal will ensure the pavement is not blocked by parked cars and pedestrian
visabilty will not be impaired, drivers leaving Rosegate would not have to pull further
into the road to see whats coming.they have been told vehicles parking also block the
view for vehicles leaving Rosegate.Large vehicles can drive along the  verge and drive
way of Stonegarth, espically when a vehicle is parked. This could be dangerous if a
vehicle is exiting Stonegarth. Comments noted

Aglionby Support

Vehicles parking block access to the footpath, they understand vehicles parking also
block the view for vehicles leaving Rosegate. Parked vehicles can make it difficult to
access the driveway of Stonegarth. Large vehicles can drive along the  verge and drive
way of Stonegarth, espically when a vehicle is parked. This could be dangerous if a
vehicle is exiting Stonegarth. comments noted

Aglionby Support
Parked vehicles in this location prevent pedestrains stepping safely off the kerb.
Vehicles also obsure pedestrians visability to the left. comments noted

Aglionby Support
narrows already cause risk to pedestrians and to have cars parked on the passing
place, obstructing the footway makes it worse. Comments noted

Aglionby Support The plan is satisfactory to us, we hope it goes ahead. Comments noted

Aglionby Support
We look forward to the double yellow lines being implemented but assuming there will
be a speed limit implemented

we have advised the respondant a
speed limit is not included as part of
this scheme

implement as advertised



Broad Street OBJECT

Safety concern for vehicles pulling out of the side road, visibity blocked.Parking space
there will reduce parking on their garage forecourt, they believe a vehicle parking in
the space proposed would prevent access to their drive and this will reduce the value
of their property.

The proposed space will not reduce
access to the established driveway,
the dropped kerb wont be impacted.

Broad Street Comments
A 14 signature petition dated october 2019 in support of the proposal. They request
that the proposal is extended to include two cars

There is not sufficient space in this
area to provide a second dis parking
space. We would not want to reduce
access to a established driveway with
a dropped kerb.

Irthing Street query Will the lane be gated?
Responded to say that there would
be no gates

Irthing Street Support Have noticed an increased amount of rat running, fully support measures comments noted

Raughton Head Support Fully support the proposals comments noted

Raughton Head Support Suggests having restrictions running all the time
24 hour restrictions not necessary in
such a rural area

Warwick Street Query Will food delivery be able to park on the double yellow lines

Replied to say this would not be
permitted with the proposed
restrictions

Warwick Street OBJECT

warwick street is busy so people have to park across their drives. Asking for a white bar
in the double yellows or residents only parking. They also suggest there is land at the
end of Warwick St that could be used for parking.

White bar not possible due to the no
loading and unloading restriction.
There is not adequate space to
provide spaces on both sides of the
carrageway so providing resident
parking spaces on this section isnt  an
option.

Warwick Street OBJECT

warwick street is busy so people have to park across their drives. Asking for a white bar
in the double yellows or residents only parking. They also suggest there is land at the
end of Warwick St that coukd be used for parking.

As Warwick Street is part of a
restricted zone parking is only
permitted with in marked bays, these
restrictions are bringing the legal
order inline with what the
restrictions already are in this
location.

Warwick Street
unhappy with the double yellow lines that have been provided as part of zone C-
prefered the white bar markings.

This is not within the slope of this
Variation Order.

All schemes No Objections comments noted

implement as advertised

Implement as advertised

Implement as advertised

Implement as advertised


